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Conceptual Model & Input

Original Bathymetry at 123.8Ma
(start of seq. 2)

The Aptian age Shuaiba Formation of the Arabian Plate was deposited as part of a laterally extensive carbonate platform
system and associated intrashelf basins. Significant hydrocarbon reserves have been discovered within Shuaiba carbonate
reservoirs throughout the Middle East region (e.g. Saudi Arabia, UAE, Qatar, Oman, Iran and Iraq). As a consequence, there
is a large volume of publicly available literature that describes in detail the geology and sequence stratigraphic evolution of
the Shuaiba Formation.
Our current study is based on collation, analysis and
integration of the publicly available literature including
in house regional Gross Depositional Environment
(GDE) maps, this has enabled the construction of a
first pass model framework that was used as input for
forward stratigraphic modelling.
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A major advantage of forward stratigraphic modelling is in its ability to integrate multidisciplinary and multiscale
data while honoring sequence stratigraphic concepts and framework. Here we present a large scale regional
forward stratigraphic model of 630 x 310 km with 108-time steps that captures the Aptian age Shuaiba
Formation’s regional lithological variation, geometries, and sequence stratigraphic features. Our model reproduces
the transition from a mainly aggradational lower Shuaiba (Seq. 2-4) to a progradational upper Shuaiba (Seq. 5) as
a result of a major sea level drop that triggered the deposition of multidirectional prograding clinoforms. These
upper Shuaiba clinoforms are characterized by an upward decrease in their thickness which was reproduced in our
model by a significant drop in carbonate production.
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Our regional model highlights several areas where a higher resolution model is required to resolve the complex
geometries and their internal architecture.
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In terms of reservoir facies, their distribution and architecture appear to vary considerably between the basal sequences
of the Shuaiba formation and the top sequence. In sequences 2 to 4, reservoir facies are mostly aggradational and located
on the high energy shelf while the intrashelf basin is mostly starved and mud dominated. In sequence 5, reservoir facies
are progradational and are located progressively towards the intrashelf basin. Progradation in sequence 5 is
multidirectional and is characterized by a decreasing magnitude of clinoforms towards the top of the Shuaiba formation.
This upward decrease in sedimentation rates in sequence 5 is possibly due to the reduction in carbonate production areas
and could be accompanied by diminished reservoir development (e.g. decrease in porosity).
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Reservoir quality is affected not only by
its primary lithology, but also by
subsequent diagenesis. An output of
DionisosFlow model is exposure time,
which together with other outputs can be
used to infer on primary diagenesis,
especially in carbonate systems. In here
the area of the model showing high
exposure times is likely to be affected by
karstification.
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Input data used to produce these play fairway maps included source rock presence/maturity/expulsion/migration pathways
for both Upper Shuaiba and Hanifa source rocks GDE maps, DionisosFlow model results, depth structure and isopach
maps.
Output results highlight regions with a low/moderate/high play fairway risk, known fields within each particular play are
displayed.
Results can be used to identify areas with additional exploration potential.

Uncertainty Analysis
In this study we use an innovative approach for an efficient and effective sensitivity and risk analysis using response
surface modelling. This method requires a small number of simulations, out of which a response surface can be
constructed to mimic the behaviour of the calculator. The predictivity of the response surface is checked with
confirmation runs. The response surface can then be interrogated and producing thousands of results instantly for a
thorough and quick sensitivity and risk analysis.
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